
Only from Nemco!

Heat & Hold Rethermalization Drawer

Shortcut the distance between a hungry customer and a sale with 
the latest Nemco innovation that preheats your roller grill items— 
a must during rush times!
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a Different Kind of  
Cash Drawer

Suggested Uses
Nemco’s Heat & Hold is the right-hand man 
you need in any high-volume roller grill rush. 
Great for convenience stores during drive times, 
busy weekend kiosks and stadium concessions 
trying to keep up with sellout crowds. Preheats 
a wide variety of roller-grill foods, including 
hot dogs, brats, taquitos, tornados, pan-
cake rollups, sausages, egg rolls, chicken 
rolls, cheese sticks, spring rolls and more.

General Specifications
  Fits Fits 
Model Size (w x d x h) Grill Model Stand Model
8430 171⁄2" x 18" x 41⁄2"  8027, 8230 8430-STN
8436 243⁄4" x 18" x 41⁄2"  8036 8436-STN
8450 303⁄4" x 18" x 41⁄2"  8045W, 8250 8450-STN
8475 303⁄4" x 213⁄4" x 41⁄2"  8075 8475-STN

Electrical Requirements 
Model Volts Watts Amps
8430 120 225 1.9 
8436 120 370 3.1 
8450 120 490 4.1 
8475 120 650 5.4

Weights 
Model Unit: lbs (kg) Shipping: lbs (kg)

8430 23 (10.4) 27 (12.2)

8436 32 (14.5) 36 (16.3)

8450 38 (17.2) 42 (19.0)

8475 42 (19.0) 46 (20.9) 

Replacement parts are available through 
Nemco’s 24-hour Zip Program.

Nemco reserves the right to make design,  
specification or model changes without notice.

Keep up with demand and make more money in those pressure-cooker, 
high-volume traffic situations that send your roller grill into hyperdrive. 
Arm yourself with a Nemco Heat & Hold!

For Rapid-Fire Roller Grill Sales
Say goodbye to those sales-killing “grill in process” tags. Keep Nemco’s 
Heat & Hold Rethermalization Drawer on hand to preheat your customer 
favorites, so they’re ready to go the moment they hit the grill.
•  Quietly stands by, preheating, to shorten grill times when you  

otherwise couldn’t keep up with demand.
•  Features two separate bimetallic thermostats to create a  

heat-and-hold operation.
•  Tucks away perfectly under your grill’s 4-inch clearance to create  

a convenient, compact, all-in-one operation on your counter  
(stands are available for grills without 4-inch legs). 

Easy to Use
In the classic design tradition of Nemco, the Heat & Hold is  
super-simple to operate.
•  The heat-and-hold cycle requires virtually no operator attention. 

Thermostats are factory preset (heat 290° F / hold 175° F) and work  
with a 0–60 minute timer that makes the process completely automatic.

•  Installation is a no-brainer. Just plug it in and hit the power switch.
•  Removable drawer and food rack make cleaning a breeze.  

Built Commercial Tough
The Heat & Hold is engineered in the spirit of the Nemco roller grill line, 
built on a reputation for the lowest life-cycle cost.
•  All stainless steel construction.
•  Virtually maintenance-free electric operation, with no moving parts. 

Sliding-panel access 
to the two separate 
heat and hold  
thermostats

Lighted power 
rocker switch

0–60 minute timer

All stainless steel construction

1⁄4” rubber feet grip the 
counter surface for stability

Optional stand is available for  
grills without legs. Drawer tucks 

away perfectly under the stand to  
maximize counter space. 

Drawer slides open and 
shut smoothly and is easily 
removed for cleaning
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